
Erellyrr (Carrion-Priestess of 
Charnel) 
Description: This priestess of Charnel might once have been 
beautiful but the right side of her face is furrowed by deep 
claw marks. She wears a rag to cover her missing right eye, 
while the other is milky white and often looks distracted. Her 
thick, hooded cloak is obviously meant to keep her from 
standing out, but it’s somewhat ruined by her pet hyena 
Ripper which is always at her side. 

History: Since she was a girl, Erellyrr has longed to join the 
Ministry’s war against the aelfir. She fled to the depths below 
Spire rather than serve a durance to aelfir lords and it was in 
those dark tunnels that she was introduced to the worship of 
Charnel, the god of unquiet death. She emerged from the 
tunnels of Derelictus as a Carrion-Priestess with powerful 
spells, half her face missing, and a hyena at her side. She 
traveled from the depths of the Spire to the heights of New 
Heaven where the eaters of the dead and their packs of wild 
dogs dwell. Working with the Ministry, Erellyrr looks 
forward to bringing death and pain to the oppressive aelfir. 

Bonds: Erellyrr holds friendships in high regard, and so she is reluctant to forge them. 

● Erellyrr knows many different Charnelites in New Heaven including the blind seer Visken, the 
hyena-breeder Karrak, and a tough mercenary named Iron-Eyes who talks with ghosts (and may be 
insane). 

● Molphyn (the Midwife of the part) was thrown together with Erellyrr during a mission where 
Molphyn’s brother died. She helped the priestess of Ishkrah to deal with the loss and has been with 
her ever since. 

● Jhylbryn (the Knight of the party) is a drinking buddy but not as much as they used to, to the regret 
of both women. 

Image is “Sylpha” by Linn Kristine Pettersen.  
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sKILLs 
Compel

Deceive

Fight

Fix

Investigate

Pursue

Resist
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Steal
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Religion

Technology
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